WELCOMING VISITORS to the NDSC campus for Sharivar are Sharon and Sharky. Shown here with the two giant statues in front of the Union are Rod Foss, AAS Soph.; Sandy Christianson, AAS Soph.; and Joe Cray, a pupil of the Speech Clinic.
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Sharon & Sharky Welcome You to NDSC

SHARIVAR, ALL COLLEGE FESTIVAL IS HERE!

The giant open house will last through Sunday, April 24 for guests from North Dakota and Minnesota. High school seniors, parents, alumni and friends will have an opportunity to see exhibits showing day-to-day work in each school on campus as well as special events of the day.

Months of work and planning by NDSC students have produced such unusual demonstrations as a "Kissometer" in the Engagement House, and panels of "real cute" cuties will be part of the things to see in the School of Agriculture, while making pills and a radium-isotope exhibit are featured in the mathematics department will delight potential scientists.

The "Chamber of Horrors" in the School of Business Economics will demonstrate some interesting clothing tests, as well as a historical food preparation, foreign foods and low calorie foods and a style test.

A "skittles coat" a "potato-sack," wheel of fortune, magic writing and some "real cute" cuticles will be part of the things to see in the School of Agriculture, while making pills and a radium-isotope exhibit are featured in the mathematics department will delight potential scientists.
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A "skittles coat" a "potato-sack," wheel of fortune, magic writing and some "real cute" cuticles will be part of the things to see in the School of Agriculture, while making pills and a radium-isotope exhibit are featured in the mathematics department will delight potential scientists.

The "Chamber of Horrors" in the School of Business Economics will demonstrate some interesting clothing tests, as well as a historical food preparation, foreign foods and low calorie foods and a style test.

A "skittles coat" a "potato-sack," wheel of fortune, magic writing and some "real cute" cuticles will be part of the things to see in the School of Agriculture, while making pills and a radium-isotope exhibit are featured in the mathematics department will delight potential scientists.

The "Chamber of Horrors" in the School of Business Economics will demonstrate some interesting clothing tests, as well as a historical food preparation, foreign foods and low calorie foods and a style test.

A "skittles coat" a "potato-sack," wheel of fortune, magic writing and some "real cute" cuticles will be part of the things to see in the School of Agriculture, while making pills and a radium-isotope exhibit are featured in the mathematics department will delight potential scientists. 
Should ROTC Be Compulsory at SC?

By Frank Vysrake

You say you went on a picnic but it started raining so you got inside the car. You say you went over to the Union but somebody accidentally turned on the sprinkler system so you decided to go swimming but you won't find the pool 'til next week. You say you went home to study but the guy in the next room playing Kingston Trio on a hi-fi with three tubes LOUDER THAN &*$@#** is INFRINGING YOUR RIGHTS!!

You say you wrote home to the folks for some help on one problem but then noticed that you had enough surplus knowledge of Advanced Mathematics to enable you to correlate them and they could do NOTHING! You say you're flunking Eng. 192, Geo. 283, Math. 239, TUF 442, Econ. 252 and Chem. 107! Is that all that's on your mind? Brother, that isn't trouble, that's FRUSTRATION!

But Cheer Up!

There's one thing on campus that's not frustrating at all, the Name Change campaign. This week we'll like to show you a change of title will benefit and increase the stature of the state's number one institution.

Contrary To Statements

We're hearing that other quarters, maybe, universities, will seriously benefit the School of Agriculture and in the state's number one cultural industry. Here's why:

1. DOESN'T THIS RESOLUTION DO ANYWAY? By supporting this "sit-downs" we are identifying with them; we say: "Yeah, buddy, I support you, I know what you're doing, I may not agree with the response, but I think you deserve the rights you are asking for!"

2. MISSouri PUBLIC SUPPORT really doesn't require so much effort on our part. If the pressure in the U. of Minn. and St. Olaf have been able to send a crowd of students down to Nashville to tell the students to "stay and fight" they're certain to do it for you.

Michigan State and Oberlin, the last I heard, raised $2,790.10. Is this resolution really so obscure to our campus? I don't think so.

3. DOESN'T THIS RESOLUTION SUPPORT VIOLATION OF THE LAW? This is a serious question and should be seriously considered before this resolution is passed. We are attending a state supported school, and Negro students in our non-violent demonstrations are violating state laws.

Do you know, however, the Supreme Court has ruled segregation unlawful. This is a national law, and makes the state laws violating it illegal. Are Negro students being punished for the state laws? The answer depends on which law is considered more important, moral or national.

Consider also that this civil law which is being violated is based on a higher law, the civil law which stimulates civil law; but the civil law does not reflect or effect this moral law. Moral says laws that people are equal regardless of color.

I urge all students to speak to their senators about this resolution. Do you REALLY feel about it?

SODEN SMITH

The Spectrum Asked:

What impresses you most about America?

Name Change Notes

By Frank Vysrake

Very, however, little of the money finds its way to NDU because to these outside groups the almost taking for granted agricultural trade school not state equipped to do high quality research in agriculture. Now NDAC received its correct due. The plan naming the grants funds would be greatly facilitating resulting in better services to agriculture without cost to anyone.

Then too, the University, name will increase the attractiveness of recruiting the best faculty and students. The plan, called the "University" implies the highest rank in education and research. The plan is a known and an institution whose name has a magnetic advantage over the one known as a college. Given equal terms in salary and opportunity, the trained teacher or researcher will invariably choose the university.

Lastly, there is the problem of competitive job opportunities. Regrettably as it may be, the fact that there are not enough faculty for all North Dakota's farm students to follow in the footsteps of this school name suggests that it is necessary to train them to stay. Science is a profession that requires different professional services and professors that state through the problem.

It is that these students will not be trained in the practical area of the job market. After spending great amounts of money to give these students the best education possible it would seem rather odd that we sent them out, without providing them a school a work that truly represents the education they have received.

Ed. Note: College papers throughout the nation have been carrying information about a controversial subject: Whether ROTC should continue to occupy the present freshman offices. By Bob Haugen

A proposal of 154 students of our various universities including NDSU have compulsory ROTC while 80 offer it as an elective. The students believe the articles outlining the situation with as much objection to having time taken from other more important subjects during early educations years as from the dedication to their physical training

Some are individuals who dislike what they consider an infringement on their personal rights. Some are conscientious educators who see more vital problems to be faced.

Many are students who just recently putting in a 2-year-old ROTC program and are left in an awkward position to practice their leadership qualities on. They will find among the groups who think this adds an unnecessary burden to your plans to attend." ROTC is at best out-of-date and at worst sheer inanity of war. Some are students who are equally un DNAC has been for compulsory, had not the Senator approved ROTC. Unrest and resentment about the matter are stirring at many others.

The University of Wisconsin has wavered from compulsory and voluntary ROTC since 1930. It is now an elective for a two-year trial period. The Wisconsin decision would have been for compulsory, had not the Secretary of Defense proposed to the president of the school a trial, with the condition that if ROTC enrollment drops below 75% of the predicted figure, the compulsory program will be reverted. This proposal was adopted. Following is the first of a series of articles outlining the situation with as much objectivity as possible. The Spectrum feels the students' reaction to its proposals are aimed at the problem, contains no criticism.

The anti-compulsory groups contain a wide range of students. They are anything with what they term the "thank you" business. It is a country and one of them as such is as much a part of this crisis as Mississippi or Tennessee. It is not one of our immediate problems, true. But it is as much a part of our interest as it is that of Southerners; because of our united condition it is a united crisis, which has to be faced by a united Southerners; because of our unit-
The Social Whirl on Campus

By Mary Stensmo
Society Editor

From the gossipin' gal to the all-wise on what's what. This column is for the students who want to know what's happening on the campus, who want their facts straight, and who want more costume. You never know if you're going to have fun in shorts and a sweatshirt or a sarong. These are much fun, and favors usually range from 'monogrammed' sweatshirts to orange alligators.

Ah, then comes winter quarter—the girls' big chance. The Spirit never Skip and the Charity Ball are both big girl-slash-boy events. The boys even get engagements for the Spinster, even if they aren't made of test tubes, tin cans, keys, etc. Also, winter quarter there are the U Series, (much, much fun!) the Snow Sculpture, which wasn't too successful this year, for obvious reasons, and lenses of all sorts and descriptions.

Many of our religious groups on campus can give you social life as well as religious life. Also all the other clubs on campus such as...
The Sweetheart Candidates

ONE OF THESE GIRLS will be chosen TKE Sweetheart May 14 at the Top of the Mart F-M Hotel, during the TKE's annual Sweetheart Ball. The candidates are: 1st row (l. to r.): Jeannette Schule, Patricia Slocum, Brenda Cruz. Standing (l. to r.): Adela Biel, Carol Jean Leefun.

Graduate Science Fellowships Given To Five Students For Advanced Study

Five students have been selected by the National Science Foundation to receive graduate science fellowships at NDSC. The five students receiving the awards are Wayne Lunsetter, Jane Ann Munro, Jerome Oansager, Richard Contos and Judy Almoney. The awards, based on the student's ability, are for one year of fulltime graduate study. Over 3,100 science students took the Graduate Record Examination last fall and these five students are among the nation's 1,100 winners of the National Science Foundation's fellowships.

Jerome Oansager, a graduate student in agriculture at NDSC, is the only student working toward his Ph.D. degree under the fellowship. He will study in the field of entomology.

Jane Ann Munro, a senior in zoology, will begin work toward her M.S. degree in zoology next September.

Wayne Lunsetter, senior in chemistry, will begin his graduate work at NDSC in agriculture chemistry next fall.

Richard Contos, a senior in pharmacy, will begin his graduate work in bacteriology next September.

Judy Almoney will transfer from Ohio State University to take advanced study in the field of zoology under the National Science Fellowship.

YMCA Noon Luncheon Schedule Announced For Rest Of Quarter

YMCA Noon Luncheon Discussions Group has announced the following schedule:

April 28—"On Becoming A University". A discussion of the self-study being conducted for the Ph.D. program.

May 5—"Married Students—Where Do They Belong?" A discussion of some of the problems faced by married students on our campus by a representative panel of married students.

May 12—"Resolved Capital Punishment Should Be Abolished". Presentation on arguments for and against capital punishment by members of our debate team.

These sessions are held on Thursday rooms in the small dining room in Ceres Hall. The YMCA invites all students to attend.

Guidon Admits 8

Eight girls were initiated into Guidon auxiliary to Associated Students of U. S. Army. Those initiated were: Judy Amoth, Betty Dahm, Sandra Judd, Sonja Nelson, Carol Solberg, Kathy Vigesaa, Linda Wieman and Judy Willett.

Qualifications for membership are high scholastic average, third quarter freshman or above, leadership ability and participation in campus affairs.

Make Your Summer Vacation Reservations Now Air or Ship to Europe Student & Bachelor Tours We have airline tickets in our office. No waiting.

Reed Travel Agency 360 Broad St. FARGO, N. DAK. Our service is free—i.e., nothing extra to let us handle all your travel arrangements.

Internship appointments were received by eight NDSC food and nutrition majors at the annual Dietetic-Intern Appointment Tea held April 14 in the Founders Room in the Home Economics building.

Students receiving appointments were Sarasol Bjerken to Scripps Clinic, LaJolla, Calif.; Norma Vedvik to University Hospital, University of Wisconsin, Madison; Doris Fortier to University of Minnesota Hospital; Margaret Ranger, army, to Fort Sam Houston, Tex.

Patricia Roberts, University of

California Medical Center, L.A.; Francisco; Nola Rockstad to King County Hospital, Seattle; Jill Staker to St. Mary's Hospital Rochester, Minn.; and Karen Ziegler to University of Oregon, Portland.

These girls will graduate May with a B.S. degree in home economics. They will intern for twelve months at these hospitals which have been recommended by the American Dietetics Association for students in dietetic internship. After completing the internship, they may apply for membership in the ADA.

All sporting goods at wholesale prices.

Golf, tennis, softball, baseball.

Welcome Sharivar Seniors and Visitors

BOB FRITZ SPORTING GOODS CO. 421 N.P. Ave. FARGO, N. D. AD 2-8701

AFTER GRADUATION

Important business at hand...

a Take those important papers right with you in a handsome envelope or briefcase... suntan split included.

Personalize your gift case with a stunning gold monogram... Free!

b Brief bag, 2 interior dividers, 3 position lock. 15" 10.95 18" 12.95
b Zipper Envelope/Brief Case. Four compartment interiors... full length zippers. 14" 7.50 16" 7.95 18" 8.95

Handles 1 extra. PLUS TAX

MONSON'S LUGGAGE

Phone AD 2-1422 606 Main
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Sneak Previews Of Sharivar Exhibits

CHEM-YSTERY SHOW
A puff of smoke, a flash of fire, burning ice and a tumbling snake are just part of the Chem-ystery show in the School of Chemical Technology.

Other displays include glass blowing, a high voltage display including a Tesla coil and a working model of a mercury vapor lamp. A demonstration of the solenoid used in paints and plastics will be shown together with preparation of Urethane foam used in paints and plastics including a Tesla coil and a working model of a mercury vapor lamp. Another pharmacy exhibit shows how a blood transfusion under pressure can give a pint of blood in three minutes. Making pills will be demonstrated step by step until 200 a minute comes out of the hopper.

Many displays will be shown together with preparation of Urethane foam used in paints and plastics including a Tesla coil and a working model of a mercury vapor lamp. Another pharmacy exhibit shows how a blood transfusion under pressure can give a pint of blood in three minutes. Making pills will be demonstrated step by step until 200 a minute comes out of the hopper.

Pharmacists will show the medi­cations which make up a drug, how they are prepared for the drug industry and how different drugs appear on the market. It's an opportunity to learn what is in the medicine you take!

MATHEMATIC WIZARDRY
"Always a winner and never a loser" is the motto at the Idiot's Pool Table in the mathematics department. Wherever the pool balls glance off this six-foot by four-foot ellipse shaped table, there's a winner.

You can also view and test your skill at the mathematical games, puzzles, geometrical vanishes, flexions and probability curve. Also on display will be an exhibit of the Vanguard satellite and solar batteries, a creation of the Bell Telephone Company.

THERE'S A POINT CHOICE OF 32 - ONE IS CUSTOM FITTED FOR YOU!

Estebrook the pen that's worth writing home about!

Imagine—being shipwrecked on a deserted island without an Estebrook pen! Even a sun-tanned Robinson Crusoe would turn pale at the thought.

Just sampling Estebrook's 32 custom-fitted pen points until you find the one suited to your writing personality is more fun than opening coconuts.

The Estebrook Classic fountain pen starts writing instantly the minute it touches the paper. Feels so "right" in the hand ... and looks good, too! Choice of six colors.

If somehow you've missed owning an Estebrook —get with it! Dig the message in the bottle. Get an Estebrook. Get lost.

Estebrook Pens
THE CLASSIC $2.95
$6.95 The Automatic Kind

MARTINSON'S
S. C. Book Store

NOTICES

Lutheran Student Association plans for Sharivar are: open house on Saturday and Sunday, consecration stand on Saturday and Sunday, and noon meal on Saturday. Sunday worship service will be held at 10:45 a.m. All guests are invited to attend.

IE WIVES
Wives of Industrial Engineers will meet Thursday, April 28, at 8 p.m. at the home of Mrs. Marian Richardson, 1309 11th St. N. Hostesses are Mrs. Don Hanson and Mrs. Darryl Hegen.

Alpha Zeta Elects
Seven men were recently ini­tiated into Alpha Zeta honorary agricultural fraternity on campus.

New members are: Garnet Bluin, James Bergeron, Duane Saville, James Quick, Roger Hel­land, Charles Erickson and Her­man Dave.

Election of officers was also held. Officers elected were: Jer­ald Gernar, chancellor; Maynard Iverson, scribe; James Quick, cen­ sor; Lynn Brun, treasurer; and James Bergeron, chronicler.

Seven NDSC women were given scholarship awards at the annual Sorority Scholarship Recognition Service held April 18 in the Mem­orial Union Ballroom.

Receiving scholarship bracelets were Yvonne Wittmer, Alpha Gamma Delta; Lynn Airheart, Gamma Phi Beta; Kathy Kippels, Kappa Alpha Theta; Doris Pol­strom, Kappa Delta; Dee Ann Nel­son, Kappa Kappa Gamma; Julie Staber, Phi Mu; Rosalyn Wardwell, Independent.

Kappa Delta received the schol­arship plaque, awarded to the sor­ority with the highest average for three consecutive quarters.

Pauline M. Reynolds, Extension Agent for rural young people at NDSC, spoke on "Fraternity Scholar­ship Recognition." The service is sponsored by Fanhellenic Council. Advisor is Matilda B. Thompson, dean of women.

S. C. Book Store

NEED TO TEST YOUR ABILITY AT A LOVER? Here's your chance. A "Kissometer" is being set up with the help of Diane Sebestle, a secretary on campus.

TO TEST YOUR ABILITY At a Lover?

You've Tried the Test
Now Get the Best

THE PIZZA SHOP
301 Broadway
Phone AD 5-5331

ORDERS TO GO

FOR SHARIVAR EXHIBITS

DON'T FAIL TO SEE "THE ROBE" at the Moorhead Theatre, Moorhead, May 4, 5, 6
Tickets are $75 and must be bought in advance. Get your tickets at chemistry 201, YMCA office in library, Daveau's or from any IEA member. Funds will be used to establish a scholarship fund. Sponsored by Independent Student Ass.
Shakespeare's Othello Opens At LCT

"Othello," the first Shakespearean tragedy presented on the NDSC campus in years, will open Wed., April 27 through the 30th in the Little Country Theater at 8:15 p.m.

Don S. Sundquist, instructor in speech, is director. According to Pat Bergquist, assistant director, preparations are coming along in fine style with the show expected to be a signal success.

Ron Katz plays the part of Othello and Sueellen Ringvot as Desdemona. Desdemona is married to Othello who thinks she is not true to him.

Other important characters are played by Janet Sinner, Joyce Miller, Ken Daniels, Kerry Rowan, Dan Wilhelm.

ALL OCCASION FLOWER SUPPLY
For corsages, bouquets, wedding, hospital and funeral flowers.
We appreciate early orders for term party corsages.

"THE FINEST" AT FARGO'S FLOWER MARKET
N.P. Avenue at 2nd Street, North — Phone AD 34319

Do You Think for Yourself?
(TAKE OFF ON THIS QUIZ AND SEE WHERE YOU LAND)

IF YOU ARE caught by the Dean in an infraction of a rule, would you (A) try to impress him with your sincere personality? (B) develop a strong argument against the injustice of the rule? (C) confess and take the consequence?

IF YOU ACTUALLY found a pot of gold at the end of the rainbow, would you (A) run to test if there was another at the other end? (B) make an appointment with a psychiatrist? (C) hire a rain maker to make more rainbows?

YOU'VE SUCKED your bread—now eat it? Implies (A) a veiled threat made by a margarine manufacturer; (B) you can't escape the results of what you did; (C) stop talking and eat?

YOU'RE THINKING of chang­ing to a filter cigarette—but which one? Would you (A) depend on your friends tell you? (B) figure out what you want in a filter cigarette—and pick the one that gives it to you? (C) go for the one with the strongest taste?

It's a wise smoker who depends on his own judgment, not opinions of others, in his choice of cigarettes. That's why men and women who think for themselves usually smoke Viceroy. They know the Viceroy filter is scientifically designed to smooth the smoke the way a filter should. A thinking man's choice ... has a smoking man's taste.

*If you checked (B) on three out of four of these questions—you think for yourself!

THE MAN WHO THINKS FOR HIMSELF USUALLY CHOOSES VICEROY
A Thinking Man's Choice—Viceroy Filters . . . HAS A SMOKING MAN'S TASTE!
FORTY-TWO GRIDDERS REPORT TO
BISON SPRING FOOTBALL DRILLS

Forty-two football squad candidates took a brief look at the spring workouts last weekend to observe the Easter weekend activities. Squad members started work Monday, April 11, and had a practice early Thursday to practice for the Easter break.

Head Coach Bob Danielsen expressed satisfaction with the first week of the Bison workouts. "The squad has displayed real enthusiasm," said Danielsen, "and one of our pleasant surprises has been the showing of three freshmen members of the squad.

We feel that development of reserve strength at all positions is one of our most important goals for spring drills, and these freshmen will play an important part in achieving that goal," Danielsen said.

Squad candidates by position:

End: Charles Bartels, Ironwood.

Minn.: Greg Childs, Mandan; Rich Larson, Moorhead; Minn.; Terry Lake, Bismarck; Barry McBride, Winnipeg, Canada; Bill Miller, Crookston, Minn.; Al Ness, Albu-
querque, N. M.; and Tom Reyn-
olds, S. St. Paul, Minn.

Tackle: Eugene Anderson, St.
Paul; Peter Angelos, West Allis, Wis.; Mike Hogan, Willis Kingsbury and Bob Kovich, Colum-
bia Heights, Minn.; and Rudy Ra-
mire, S. St. Paul, Minn.

Guard: Jim Carr and Kenwood Carr, Barnesville, Minn.; Jeff Heath, Minneapolis, Minn.; Wes Henderson, Fraxere, Minn.; Rob-
tent Jendro, Minneapolis, Minn.;
David Schindler, Barnesville, Minn.; and George Thole, Peta-
ta, Minn.

Centers: Tom Egan, Minneapo-
lis, Minn.; John Gerlach, Fargo; David Schafer, Hillsboro; and Tom Pendergast, Fargo.

Quarterback: Mike Gehhardt, Wapeton and Ron Erdmann and Harold Hughes, Williston.

Fullbacks: Charles Boyd, Wayza-
ta, Minn.; Dave Gentzkow, La-
Moure; Dick Kaercher, Fargo; and Leo Rodriguez, West Fargo.

Halfbacks: John Buckley, Fargo; John Eian, Ashby, Minn.; Garen Emrick, Washburn; Dennis Ho-
gan, Jamestown; Paul Koenig, Win-
ipeg, Canada; Bill Murray, Moor-
head, Minn.; Lawrence Spong, Oklee, Minn.; John Stalpes, Min-
nesota; Roger Villarreal, Al-
bert Lea, Minn.; and Bruce Zelin-
ski, Fargo.

Kaiser Says
Golf Team Faces Rebuilding Job

Seven candidates for the North Dakota State College golf team are working out for the opening of the Bison golf season, April 22. The Bison open their ten-meet 1960 schedule on that date compet-
ing in the Moorhead State Col-
lege Invitational meet.

Squad members have been working out for a month, but the weather has limited outdoor prac-
tice.

Candidates for the squad are
Jerome Offerdalh, Ed Skroch,
Norm Vennsrether and Jim Wolfer,
Dennis Huber, Garrison; Ron Koeppel, Worthington, Minn. and Richard Wendel, New Rock-
ford.

Bison Coach E. E. Kaiser faces a rebuilding problem, as five members of last year’s team are missing from the roster.

The 1960 schedule:
April 22—Moorhead State College Invitational at Moorhead.
April 28—NDSC Invitational at Detroit Lakes Country Club.
May 27-28—NAIA Regional—location to be established.
June 3-4—NAIA National Meet atcgéd, Minn.

THE SPECTRUM
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Klein Sets Date
For Annual Bowling Tourney

The Sixth annual Strikes and Spares bowling tournament will be rolled off on the Union Lanes April 25 through May 6, accord-
ing to Leo Klein, tournament man-
er. Over $300 worth of trophies will go to this year’s winners. In addition run-uppers will receive consolation prizes and two door prises will be awarded.

This year each of the four events, which include singles, doubles and mixed
to Doubles, broken into will be broken into two divisions, handicap and scratch.

The tournament committee has set up the following rules:

1. Each person may enter two singles events only.
2. Each person may bowl in the doubles and mixed doubles events as many times as they like pro-
viding they change partners each time.
3. Each team may bowl twice providing there is at least one change in its line-up.
4. There is no limit on team entries by any organization.
5. Girls events will consist of two games only.

Any student enrolled in this quar-
ter is eligible to enter.

The team event shifts have been scheduled as follows:
Tuesday, April 26—7 & 9 p.m.
Thursday, April 28—8 p.m.
Tuesday, May 3—7 & 9 p.m.
Thursday, May 5—8 p.m.
All other events will be run off at any other time during the week.

In last year’s tournament Gam-
ma Phi Beta sorority took top honors in the Girls Team event while ASME walked off with the Men’s Team trophy.
Sharivar Schedule

FRIDAY, APRIL 22
1:00-11:00 P.M. Bowling in Union lanes for high schools
1:00-5:00 P.M. Open houses in campus schools
3:30 P.M. Style show in assembly room of Home Ec Building
2:00-5:00 P.M. Open house at religious centers, dorms and fraternities
8:00 P.M. Bison Brevities in Field House
9:00-12:00 Sock Hop in Memorial Union Ballroom

SATURDAY, APRIL 23
9:00 A.M. Scholarship interviews in Library
10:00-5:00 P.M. Open house in all schools on campus
10:00-12:00 A.M. Open house in religious centers, dorms and fraternities
10:00-12:00 A.M. Movies for children in Festival Hall—Babysitting service
10:30-3:30 P.M. Drill team competition in Field House
10:30-12:00 A.M. Child development observation laboratory in session in Ceres Hall
12:00 A.M. Luncheon for scholarship candidates in Ceres Hall dining room

ALL DAY
High school bowling in Union lanes
2:00-5:00 P.M. Open house in religious centers, dorms and fraternities
2:00-4:00 P.M. Movies for children in Festival Hall—Babysitting service
3:00-4:00 P.M. Open house at Kappa Alpha Theta, Kappa Kappa Gamma, and Alpha Gamma Delta sororities
4:00-5:00 P.M. Open house at Kappa Delta, Gamma Phi Beta, and Phi Mu sororities
1:00 P.M. Chem-ystery Show in Ladd Hall
2:00-3:00 P.M. Student recital in Putnam Hall
3:30 P.M. Style Show in assembly room of Home Ec Building
8:00 P.M. Bison Brevities in Field House
9:00-12:00 P.M. Awarding of scholarships
Awarding of trophies to winning Brevities Acts
Dance in Memorial Union Ballroom

SUNDAY, APRIL 24
11:00 A.M. Religious services at campus centers
1:00-5:00 P.M. Open house in all schools on campus
2:30 P.M. Joint concert of campus chorus and band in Festival Hall
2:00-5:00 P.M. Fraternity and dormitory open house

Classified ADS


All classifieds are cash in advance unless other arrangements are made. Spectrum classifieds cost $2.50 a week providing the length is not over one half inch. Deadline for classifieds is noon on Tuesday.

Radio and television repair work done. See Orville Nyhus or Lawrence Hagen. Room 69, Dakota Hall. Phone AD 2-6602.

Long distance moving. Call AD 5-1641 for information. Lower rates to all 49 states. Fettes Moving & Storage, Box 1042, Fargo, N. D.

Wants black suede jacket size 44 which was taken in basement of Minard. Have blue suede jacket size 42. Contact Spectrum office or David Schindler.

Whoever picked up the wrong brown suede jacket please return to Thomas Fitzgerald at AD 5-6556 who has a similar one size 44.

Part time direct sales opportunity. Contact Glenn Thiel. AD 2-2794.

ECONOMY PROVED IN MOBILGAS RUN!

A pair of Corvairs recently recorded 00.0 and 00.0 miles per gallon in the 2961.4-mile Mobilgas Economy Run. That’s certified proof that Corvair skimps on gas costs. It saves other ways, too. Corvair is the only U. S. compact car that never needs antifreeze or costly radiator repairs. Come in and drive the compact car that outsells them all.

Things Corvair gives you that America’s other compact cars can’t:

Practically flat floor... real foot room for the man in the middle. Fold-down rear seat gives 17.6 cu. ft. of extra storage space.
Four-wheel independent suspension for a smoother, flatter ride.
Rear-engine traction... that comes with the engine’s weight bearing down on the rear wheels.

You probably realize already that the mileage figures Corvair recorded in the Mobilgas Run are higher than the average driver can expect. But because the cars met every kind of driving condition—rugged mountain grades, long country straightaways, congested city traffic—those mileage figures prove Corvair’s inherent ability to save. Operating costs take a nose dive the day you take delivery of a Corvair.

See your local authorized Chevrolet dealer for fast delivery, favorable deals.